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Abst ract - - In  this paper, the lower bounds of Bloch constants Bn, for functions with multiplicity 
at least n, are improved by showing 
Bn > n~n+2)  ÷ 3__× 10 15 
2(n + 1) n 3 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D = {z E C : Izl < 1} be the unit disk in the complex plane C. By H(D), we denote the 
family of all functions defined and holomorphic in D. Suppose that  z0 E D and f ~ H(D). If 
ff(Zo) =/= O, then there exists a neighborhood U of z0 such that  f(z) is univalent in U and f(U) is 
a disk of center f(zo) and radius r0. We denote such a disk by A( f (z0) ,  r0) and call it a univalent 
disk of f with radius r0. Let r(zo, f) denote the radius of the largest univalent disk of f with 
center f(zo), r(zo, f )  = 0 if f'(zo) - O. Define 
r(f) = sup{r(z ,  f )  : z E D}, 
and 
B = in f{r ( f )  : f E H(D), if(O) = 1}. 
B is called Bloch's constant [1,2]. It is a famous and extremely difficult problem to find the exact 
value of Bloch's constant.  
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In 1938, Ahlfors [3] generalized the Sehwarz-Pick lemma with which he obtained a better lower 
bound B > v~/4. At the same time, Ahlfors and Grunsky [4] gave an important example to 
establish an upper bound. They  proved that 
0.4330 ~ V@ < B < 1 F(I/3)F(II/12) - -  ~ 0.4719. 
4 - - VII + ~ F(i/4) 
Later Heins [5] showed that the left inequality is strict. It is conjectured that this upper bound 
is the precise value of Bloch's constant. 
In 1990, Bonk  [6] obtained a distortion theorem for Bloch functions from which Ahlfors' lower 
bound follows directly. Further, he gave a slight improvement of the lower bound 
v@ 10_14. B>T+ 
Then, in 1996, Chen and Gauthier [7] improved the result of Bonk  further by showing 
B>-~-+2x l0  -4. 
For a positive integer n, we define the subfamilies H~(D), of H(D), by 
Hn(D) : { f  E H(D) :  Va E D, if(a) : 0 ~ f(k)(a) ---- 0 for k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n} .  
It is obvious that H~(D) : H(D) and Hoo, the intersection of all H~(D), is the family of all local 
univalent holomorphie functions. Similarly, the Bloch constant for H~(D) and Hoo(D) is defined 
by 
B ,  : in f{r ( f ) :  f C H,(D), if(0) = 1}, 
where n may assume every positive integer or oo. 
Ahlfors' method also provided lower bounds for B~ and Boo, 
Bn> n(~-~ 2) 1 
- 2 (n+l )  ' Boo>2.  
Their upper bounds were given by Minda  [2]. Recently, Yanagihara [8] improved the lower bound 
of Bc¢ by proving 
1 Boo > ~ -}- 10 -417. 
The second author and Shiba have obtained a better result 
1 
Boo>~+2x10 -s.  
However, there is no improvement for lower bounds of Bn until now, since the methods, used 
for B and Boo, do not work for B~ with n > 2. It is the purpose of this paper to obtain lower 
bounds of B ,  a little bigger than ~ + 2)/(2(n + 1)). 
A function f E H(D) is called a Bloch function, if 
]fill = sup {(1 -[z[  u) [f'(z)l:z • D} < +ce. 
For n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  oe, the subfamilies of Bloch functions are defined by 
B,~(D) = {f • H~(D) :  IffII = 1, f(0) = 0, if(0) = 1}. 
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Landau [9,10] shows that Bn = inf{r(f) : f E/3~(D)} for n = 1. His technique also gives this 
result for any n. In 1990, Bonk [6] proved his distortion theorem mentioned above for functions 
in B(D) = B~ (D). Then, by establishing an improvement of the classical Julia's lemma, Liu and 
Minda [11] extended Bonk's result to B~(D) and Boo(D). Their distortion theorem says that if 
f e B~(D), then 
(1 -  v/(n + 2)/nlzO~ i n 
[f'(z)[ _> f~( Iz] )= (1 -  x/n/(n + 2)]z]) n+2, for ]z[ < n + 2' 
with equality for some z = re ~° 7~ 0 if and only if f(z) = e~°f,~(e-~°z), where 
f~(z ) -  2(n+l )  1 -  y /n / (nT~ ] ] .  
As a consequence of Liu and Minda's distortion theorem, for f C Bn(D), f '  has no zero in the 
open disk of center 0 and radius v/n/(n + 2) and if f '  has a zero at ]z0] with z0 = v/n/(n + 2), 
then f is an extremal function with the only zero z0. Further, by a normal family argument, 
it can be proved that there are constants 6~, depending only on n, such that every function 
f e 13n(D) has at most one zero in the closed annulus of center 0 and radii v/n/(n + 2) and 
~/n/(n -F 2) + 6n, and the multiplicity is exactly n. In Section 3 of this paper, we give concrete 
lower bounds 6n > 1.4 x 10-nn  -2. The extremal functions f~ defined above show that the 
power n -2  is best. 
A horodisk in D is defined by 
A(1, G)= zeD:  l_lzl~<o- , 
which is a disk internally tangent o OD at 1. It is a Euclidean disk with diameter [(1 - G)/(1 + 
G), 1]. The classical Julia's lemma says that for a function h(z) holomorphic in D U {1} with 
h(D) C D, h(1) = 1, and h'(1) = a, we have a > 0 and h(/~(1,G)) C Z~(1,c~¢). If h has 
only zeros of multiplicity at least n, n > 2, and h~(1) = n, let g be a single-valued branch 
of h z/~ with g(1) = 1. Then, Liu and Minda [11] showed that h has no zero in A(1, 1) and 
g(/~(1,G)) C /~(1,~) for 0 < G < 1. As a consequence, ]h(x)l > x ~ for 0 < x < 1. In Section 2, 
under an extra assumption that h has no zero in A(1, 1/c~) with n/(n + 1) < a < 1, we prove 
that 
2n-  1 
]h(x)] > x ~ + 0.072ha(1 - a)(1 - x) 3, for 2n +-------~ < x <_ 1. 
On the basis of lower bounds of 6~ and this improvement of Julia's lemma, the lower bounds 
of B,~ are improved slightly in Section 4. 
2. AN IMPROVEMENT OF JUL IA 'S  LEMMA 
LEMMA 1. (Julia's lemma [11].) Suppose that h(z) is a function holomorphic in D O {1}, 
h(D) C D, h(1) : 1, nnd h'(1) = c~. Then, c~ > 0 and h(zX(1, a)) C 5(1, c~G). 
LEMMA 2. Let m be a nonnegative integer, a and/3 be such that 0 <_ 1~ < c~, and Iet aj, 1 <_ j <_ k 
be such that O < aj <_ a for l <_ j <_ k and al + a2 + . . . + ak = ma + /3. Then, 
j •  l--c~jr > 1 - f i r  (1 - -a r~ m 1 1-+ c~jr -- 14 - f i r  \ l + c~r ] ' for O < r < --.a 
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PROOF. We prove the lemma by induct ion on k. If/~ = 1, the inequal i ty is obvious. Now, we 
assume the lemma is true for k -- n - 1. Let k = n and a l , . . .  ,an ,  a,  m, fl satisfy the condit ion 
in the lemma. By the assumpt ion of induction, 
n-j~..1 -a i r  > ! , -  f l ' r  ~ l - ar'~ m' 
"= l+c~j r  - l+ f l ' r  \ l+cer ]  ' 
where a l  + . . .  + an-1 = m~a + fl~, 1 _ fl~ < a,  m I is a nonnegat ive integer. Thus, 
f i  l -a j r  > 1- -ant  1--fl 'r f l - -a r ' l  m' 
j=1 1Ta j r  - i + c~nr 1-+ fl'r \ ~ 7  " 
If fl = an +/Y < a, 
1 - ~ r  1 - fl'r 1 - (an + fl')r + (~nfl'r 2 1 - (c~ + fl')r 
1 + C~nr 1 +fl'r = 1 + (c~n + fl')r +anfl 'r 2 >>- 1 + (an +fl')r" 
If c~ < an + fl' < 2a, lett ing an + fit = c~ + ~, we have c~nfl ~ > c~fl, and 
1-  anr 1 -  fl'r > 1 -  (an + fl')r + aflr 2 _ 1 -a t  1 - f i r  
l + anr l + fl~r - l + (an + fl')r + aflr 2 l + ar l + fir 
Thus, 
h 1 -a i r  > l - f i r  (1 -ozr '~  m 
j----1 l+a j r  -- l+ f l r  \ l+ar ]  ' 
where m = m I or m I + 1, a l  + ' "  +an = mR+ft .  This shows the lemma is true for k = n. The 
proof is complete. | 
LEMMA 3. Let n >_ 2 be an integer, 0 < a < 1. Then, for 0 < r < 1/(2n),  
(11- -nr / (n+l ) '~n+1 I I - - r~  n > + 0.077r 3 , 
+nr / (n+ l ) ]  - \ l  +r ]  
(1 - -a t  1 -  (1 -  a)r'~ ~ (1 - r~ ~ 
1Ear  17-~- -~) r ]  >- \ l+r , ]  +0'58nc~(1-a) ra"  
PRoof .  Lett ing An(r) = 1 + rn/(n + 1), for 0 < r < 1, we have 
(} -nr / (n+ l ) )  n+l (1 - r  2r )n+l  
--$nr/(n + l) = -f--+7 -~ (n+l)(fT~r)M(r) 
(1 - r ) "  2r (1 - r )  n 2r (1 - r )  '~ 
= ~ (1 + r) ~+' + (1 + f')n+l/~n(f' ) 
SO, 
2nr2(1 - r) n-1 4n(n - l)ra(1 - r) n-2 
+ (n + 1)(1 + r)n+iA~(r) + 3(n + 1)2(i + r)n+iA~(r) ' 
(1 - -n r / (n  + l ) '~n+l_  ~ l - - r '~  n 
l+nr / (n+ I)] \1  +r} 
> 2nr2(1 -- r) ~ + 2nr2(1 -- r) '~-1 + 4n(n -- 1)r3(1 -- r) ~-2 
- (n - 1)(1 + r)n+1~(r) (n + 1)(1 + r )n+l~(r )  3(?/, + 1)2(1 + ,)n+zA~(r) 
2nr2(1 - - r )n -2  ( - (1  1 - - r  2(n-- 1)r "~ 
: (nq_--~)( l~_-r~g-~(r)  --r)2-P ~-~ + 3(n_l_ 1).k2n(r) ] 
2nr3(1 -- r) n-2 ((2n + 1)(n + 1) + 3 (n 2 + n-- 1) r -- 6nr 2 -- 3n2r 3) 
3(n + 1)3(i + ~)~+i~(~) 
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If 0 < r < 1/(2n), then 
(2n + l)(n+ i) + 3 (n 2 + n-  i) r -  6nr 2 - 3n2r 3 > 2n 2, 
125 n 3 
(1 - r)  ~-2  > e - i /2 ,  (1 + r) n+l _< - -  
64 '  (n + 1)3Aan(r) 
The first inequality follows. A straightforward calculation gives 
1 - ar 1 - (I - a)r 1 - r 2a(1 - -  a ) r  3 
l +ar  l+(1-a)r 1 +r  (i +r) (1  +r  + ~(I - a)r2) ' 
1_ -ar  1-  (1 -a ) r~ n (1 - r~"  
l+ar  1E(1  a ) r /  -> \ l+r /  ÷ 
If 0 < r < 1/(2n), then 
(1 + r) n < e i/2, (1 - -  r) n-1 > e - i /2,  
This shows the second inequality. 
64 
-> 343" 
2n0~(1  -- ~) r3(1  -- r) n-i 
( l+r )n ( l+r+a(1-a) r2 )  ' 
81 1 +r+a(1-a ) r  2 _< 
THEOREM 1. Let n _> 2 be a integer, h(z) a function holomorphie in DU{1} such that h(D) C D, 
h(1) -- 1, and h'(1) = n. I f  h has only zeros of multiplicity at least n and no zero in A(1, l /a ) ,  
where n / (n  + 1) < a < 1, then 
{(1-ar  1 - (1 -a ) r~ n (1 -nr / (n+l ) )  '~+1} 
Ih (x ) l>min  +ar  I+(i a) r /  ' l -+nr / (n+l )  (*) 
holds for (a -  1)/(a + 1) ~ x < 1, where r -- (1 -  x)/(1 +x) .  Further, if~(1- a) < 0.13/n, then 
[h(x)] > x n +0.58ha(a -  1) (1 -x~ 3 _> xn 0.072na(1 a)(1 (**) \ l+x /  + - - z )3  
holds for (2n - 1)/(2n + 1) < x < 1. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we can assume that h(z) has only finitely many zeros in D. 
For k _> n, let ak,j be the zeros of h with multiplicity k, and 
1 -ak , j  z - -ak , j  i 1 - -]ak, j[  2 < Oz. 
Ck,j(z) -- 1 - ak,j 1 - 5k,jz' ak,j = Ckj(1) -- l- ] -_ ~ _ 
Define 
By Julia's lemma, 
A~(z) = 1]  ¢~,j(z).  
J 
IAk(x)I > U l --ak'Jr __.a--1 < x < l, 
-- l + ~k,jr '  a + l -- 
J 
where r = (1 - x)/(1 + x). 
Assume that ho = h~ r Ik Ak ~ 1. Then, by Julia's lemma, 
a0 = h;(1) = n - ~ ka~,j  > 0. 
k,j 
We write ho = h~ N such that h i ( l )  = 1 and c~ = h~(1) = ao/ (nN)  ~ a. Applying Julia's 
lemma to hi, we obtain 
o - 1  1. 
Iho(x)l > +a5~]  ' a+--~ - 
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Thus, 
Note that 
¢1--ator'~nN]--[ (1--ak,j._.~r~ k 
Ih(x)l >_ \l+o,s--ir) ~,~ 1T,~,¢,',, ' 
~ kak,j + nN~o = n. 
k,j 
For k > n + 1, by Lemma 2, 
> ~ , ~<x<l ,  
\ l + akdr ] -- "~ ak,jr ] oL q-1 -- 
where 
Thus, using Lemma 2 again, 
kcek,j < n 
~k'J = n÷l  n +-----f <~" 
H k~_n+l,j 
- >- H ' °+'  
+ ak,jr k>_n+l,j 17  a~j----~ ] >- l ~-~r  ] 
where a' < n/(n + 1) < a. Now, we have 
+ ~W) H - -  
3 
1-- andr / "  ¢1-- a ' r~+l  
i¥,:,,,,~--7j t l+~, r )  ' 
where 
Using Lemma 2 again gives 
(n + 1)a' + nNa~o + n E anj  = n. 
J 
Ih(x)l _> \~-~--~7~1 t , l+ /~r )  \ ~ 1  ' a+l  ~ x < l  
where m is a nonnegative integer, 0 _</7 < a, 0 _< a' _< n/(n + 1), aJad 
~(m~ + Z) + (n + 1)~' = ..  
If m -- 1, then/3 + (n + 1)a'/n < 1/(n + 1) < a. Using Lemma 2 twice gives 
where c~" = (n + 1)a'/n, and 
l+Zr )  tT - J~)  >- +(~"+9)r )  = t+(1  ~)~) 
This shows that 
- +at  1+(1  a) r J  ' 
a-1  
- - _<x<l .  
a+l  
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In the case m=0,  
(1-- /3r']n (1-- c~'r'] n+l 
Ih(~)l_> \ l+ /3r ]  \Z+c~'r/ =G(/3, r), 
c~- I  
- -<x<l ,  
a+l  - 
OG where c~' = n(1 - /3 ) / (n  + 1). By calculating ~--~, we see that for a fixed r • (0, l /a] ,  G(/3, r) is 
increasing for 0 _</3 _< n/(2n + 1) and decreasing for n/(2n + 1) _</3 _< a. Thus, 
Ih(x)l ~ min{G(0, r), a(a,r)}. 
We have 
By Lemma 2, 
Thus, 
{ 1 - nr/(n + 1)) n+l 
G(O, ~) 
k 1¥n, / (~ + i5] ' 
G(c~,r)= (1 -~r ]~( l -n (1 -a ) / (n+l ) r '~+l  
\ l+ar ]  +n(1  a) / (n+l ) r ]  
(11--n(1--c~)/(n+1)r~n+l (11_-- (1 -- c~)r'~ n
+n(1 a) / (n+l ) r ]  k ~(1 a)r,I " 
(1 -  c~r 1- (1- a)r)" 1 
a(a,r)>_ \l-~a--~r 15(1  a)r ]  ' O<r<- .a  
Inequality (.) is proved in the case ho ~ 1. If ho - 1, the proof is the same as above. Inequal- 
ity (**) follows from (,) and Lemma 3. | 
3. ZEROS OF  THE DERIVAT IVES OF  BLOCH FUNCTIONS 
LEMMA 4. (See [9,10].) Let f be holomorphic in D and I (D) C D, f(O) = O, and I f ' (0 ) l  = a > 0. 
Then, f is univalent on Dp with 
a 
p -  
l q - ~ '  
and ]f(z)S > Izlp for ]z] <_ p. 
LEMMA 5. Let f be holomorphic in D and f(D) C D, f(O) : O. If  [f(zo)[ _< [zo[ 2 with zo # O, 
then 
2izot 
iY'(O)f < 1 + Izoi - - - - -~  
PROOF. Assume I f ' (0 ) l  = a > 21zol/(1 + Izo12). Then, p = a/ (1 + x/1 - a2) > izol and, by 
Lemma 4, ]f(zo)[ _> bob  > IzoP. We arrive at a contradiction, and the lemma is proved. I 
LEMMA 6. Let G be an analytic function, on the unit disk D, such that G(D) c D and 
G(w) = aw +/3w 2 + "/w a +. . .  , 
where 0 < a < 0.3754. If, for any 0 < p <_ 1.5a 1"4, G(-p)  lies in the closed disk with diameter 
[-kap, 0], where k is a constant such that 1 < k < 2/(1 + a2), then we have 
i~i < 2v'-& i~l < 3~.  
PROOF. Let Gi(w) = G(w)/w. Then, GI(0 ) = Oz, G(D) C D, and, for 0 < p _< 1.5a i/4, G i ( -p )  
lies in the closed disk with diameter [0, ka], which always contains a. Let 
GI(~)-~ z i ( ~9 ~ ~ 
F(~) : i--~-d~7) : i-~---{~+ i---2~ ~+i -~]  + 
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Then, F(D) C D and F( -p)  lies in the closed disk with diameter I -a,  (k - 1)a/(1 - kc~2)]. Note 
that 0 < (k -  1)c~/(l-kc~ 2) < ~ since 1 < k < 2/(1+c~2). Taking p = Pi = v/-~, we have 
iF(_pz)t <_ p2. Applying Lemma 5 to the function F, we obtain 
191 < 2v~ 
I~1 ~ l _a~ - l+a < 2v/-~" 
Now, let Fl(W) = F(w)/w and 
H(~)  = 
Then, H(0) = 0, H(D) C D, and 
Fl(w) - /3 / (1  - a 2) 
1 - ~-P1(w) / (1  - o~2)" 
H'(0) = "7 + a/32/(1 - c~ 2) 
(i- c~ 2) (I- I~12/(1- 0~2)2) " 
Since IF(-p)l < ~, for 0 < p _< 1.5cQ/4, we have tFl(-p)l ~ ~/p and 
~/p+ I~1/(1 - a 2 )  < c~ I~1 < ~ + 2~1/2. 
IH( -p ) I  ~ 1 + ~1~1/(P (1 - ~2)) - 7 + 1 2_ c~2 - p 
Let p = P2 = 1.5o~1/4. Then, 
IH(-p2)I _< ~_~a/4 + 2~/2 < p~, 
since C~ 1/4 "~ 0.375. By Lemma 5, 
2p2 
IH'(0)l - 1 + p-----~' 
I~? '~ 2p~ 
I~1 <- (1 -a2)  1 (1 ---a2) 2 j  ~ +  
The lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that f E B~(D), n >__ 2, and 
~lgP 
1 - ~2 
2p2 -< ~ < 3a 1/4. 
f'(z) = 1 + a2z 2 +aaz 3 +. . . .  
Uy(--~/n/(n--2)--xo) =0 with 05xo <U(100n), then 
ta2+l ]<95v~v~,  aa 4 n+l  
- 3 ~  _< 805~o.  
PROOF. If x0 = 0, by Liu and Minda's distortion theorem, f is the extremal function and 
a2=-1 ,  a3 - 
4 n+l  
3 V~(;+ 2) 
Now, assume that 0 < xo < 1 / (100n). We denote the disk with diameter [-  X / r~ + 2) / (n + 1), 0] 
by A. Let 
z + v/n/(n + 2) ¢(z) = 
1 + x/n/(n + 2) z' 
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which maps A onto the disk with diameter [-v/n/(n 3- 2), v/n/(n 3- 2)]. It follows from identity 
I¢'(z)l 1 
1- I¢ (z ) ]  s 1 - ]z [  2 
that 1 - [z[ s > (2/(n 3- 2))[¢'(z)] -1 = ]1 3- x/n/(n 3- 2)z] 2 for z e A. Let 
g ( z ) = (13. nn~2--~ ) 2f ' ( z ) . 
Then, g(0) = 1, ]g(z)[ < 1 for z E A. 
Let 
h(z) = z + ~/n/(n 3. 2) 3. xo 
v/n/(n 3- 2)3- xo 3- (n/(n 3- 2)3- 2(n 3- 1 ) x o / ~ )  z 
which maps A onto the unit disk and carries -v/-n-~ 3- 2)/(n 3- 1), -v /n / (n  3- 2) - Xo, 0 to -1 ,  
0, 1, respectively. The function F(z) = g(z)/hn(z) has Taylor expression 
F(z) = 1 + az + bz 2 + cz 3 +. . .  , 
where 
2(n + 2)xo 
a = b = as + 1 - b ~, 
1 + ~/(n + 2)/nxo' 
2xo [(n + 1)~/(n + 2) /n -  (n s + 3n + 1 - 2/v/'n ) xo] 
b' = < 2v/2(n + 1)xo, 
( l+x / (n+2) /nxo)  2
4(n + 1) 2(n + 2)xo 
c=a3 3 ~  +(as+ 3- 1)1 3- x/(n 3- 2)/nxo 3- c', 
c, = 2xo (nS3-2n3-2) - ( (2n4+Sn33-9n2-4) /~)  x03. 2nh+6n4--2na--17n2--6n+8Z23n 
n 
< 2(n + 3)xo. 
(1 + x/(n + 2)/nxo) 3 
It follows from ]h(z)] = 1 for z e 0A and F'(0) = a # 0 that F(A)  C D. 
For Izl < v/n/(n + 2)/2, we have 
[h(z)] > h ( x/n/(n + 2) ) n+2 
2 > - - -~ '  n+ 
(n+2~ n 1 
[h(z)]n > \n+4)  > - -  
e 2 , 
~2 1 + V~n/(n + 2)z 2 
IF(z)l < ~21g(z)l < 
1 -Fzl s 
< 3e 2 < 23. 
On the other hand, using Julia's lemma to the function 
f ) FIk  2 (n+1)  (z - l )  , 
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we see that for 0 < p < ~ + 2)/(n + 1), F(-p) lies in the closed disk with diameter [A(p), 1], 
where 
2~r~ + 2) - (2(n + l) + a ~ )  p 
~(p) = 
2) - (2(n + 1) - p 
Now, we consider the function 
1 n G(w) = I (F  (~ n~n-----~w) - l )  =aw + /3w2 + Tw3 + .. . , 
where 
~/~--~o v /~+ 2)xo v~ a = ~-~ < 24 < ~ < 0"3754' 
b n c n / n 
/3 -  96 n+2'  7 -  192 n~2Vn+2 
]G(w)[ < 1 for w e D, and G(-p) lies in the disk [-#(p),0] for 0 < p < Then, G(0) = 0, 
1.5a I/4 < 0.25, where 
1 2a nv / -~+2)p  
#(P) 
4(. + + 
ap 
1 - (1/2) ((n + 1)/(n + 2) - (a/2)x/n/(n + 2) ) p 
< m c~p 2 1 - p/2 < 1.2ap < 1-~-~a2 ap. 
This shows that G satisfies the condition of Lemma 6. Thus, using Lemma 6, we  obtain 
Ibl n ~V(~ 
9-~ n +---5 < 2v~ < + 2)v~,  Ibl < 94v~v~,  
Ic] n n~+2 3 s n(v/-n-~+ 2) ¢/Xo 
192 n ~ 2 < 30~1/4 < ~ , lel < 803¢'~¢/'~. 
Consequently, 
a3 
[a2 + 11 _< Ibl + bn < 94v/-nvYxo + 2V/-2(n + 1)xo < 95V~v~o, 
4 n+l  
3 ~ < I~l + 2(. + 2)xola~ + II + e. 
< 803¢/~¢/X-o + 190(n + 2) v/-nxov/'Xo + 2(n + 3)x0 < 805 ~/-nC/xo. 
THEOREM 3. Let n >_ 2 and f E Bn(D). Then: 
(a) the zeros of f' in 
A= z :  <[z [< +5 , 
n+2 - - 
where 5 = 7.3 × 10-n /n ,  lies in a domain 
z :  _<lzl_< +6,  la rgz -  Oo1 _< ; 
(b) fl has at most one zero in 
A'= z :  < lz l<  +~'  n+2 - -- 
where 5 ~ = 1.4 × lO-n /n 2, and the multiplicity is exactly n. 
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PROOF. Let 
ft(z) = 1 + a2 z2 ÷ a3 z3 ÷. . . .  
Without loss of generality, we may assume that a3 __ 0. Suppose that ff has a zero at zo = 
roe i°° E A. Then, f l (z )  = -e - i ° ° f ( -e i °°z )  E B~(D), 
f~(z) = f '  (-e~°°z) = 1 + a2e2i°°z 2 - aaea'°°z 3 +. . . ,  
and f{(z) has a zero at - ro  = -x /n / (n  + 2) - x0 with 0 < xo < 6. By Theorem 2, we have 
_a3e3iOo 4 n ÷ 1 3 ~ -< 805 ~ < 805 ~n--5, 
3v/ -~ + 2) e_3~Oo n~-] -  a3 + < 604~-5  < 0.9929, 
which implies that -e  -3i°° lies in the arc {z : I zl = 1, l arg ~-~1 -< 51}, where ~1 = arcsin 0.9929. 
Thus, e -3i°° lies in arc{z : tz] = 1, I arg z I <_ a l}.  There are only three possibilities: [0o-2jTr/3] <_ 
a l /3  < 7r/6, j = 0, 1, 2. This shows that any zero of ft  in A must lie in one of the three domains 
Aj = z :  < [z I < ÷6,  - < j=0,1 ,2 .  
n+2 . . . .  
Assume that f '  has a zero at Zo = roe i°° C Ao. If f t  has another zero at Zl = rle i°~ C A, then, 
using Theorem 2 again, we see that 
la2d ~°° + 11 _ 95,/;7 < 0.Ol, la2~ 2~°~ + 1[ < 0.01. 
So, 
÷ e-='°° I < 0.01, la2 ÷ e-2'°11 < 0.01. 
This implies that 101 - 00] < c~2 = arcsin0.01 or 101 - 00 - 7r] < a2. If the latter case happens, 
[01 - 7rl < a l /3  + a2 < 7r/6, so zl ~ Ao tJ A1 U A2. This contradicts the fact proved above. Thus, 
we must have 101 - 0ol < a2 and, consequently, zl E Ao. This shows that f t  has a zero in Ao 
implies that all of the zeros of ft  in A are contained in Ao. The same conclusion is true for A1 
and A2. (a) is proved. 
To prove (b), first assume that f '  has two different zeros in A t. Since 5 ' _< 5, as in the proof 
of (a), we can show that 
( ) 0o1 
- ' = arcsin 95V~ < arcsin Vr ~ 101 0o1 _<a2 _ - - .  
Using a rotation, we may assume that z0 = -x /n / (n  + 2) - x0, with 0 _ x0 _< 5'. 
Let ¢(z) be the function defined in the proof of Theorem 2, and let 
. nf-nfn~ n+2 ¢-1  
¢(z)  = V - -~¢(z ) ,  Co = (zo), ¢1 = ¢ -1(z l ) .  
By C, we denote the circle which contains (~/n/(n + 2) + 5t)e i('~±~'2) and the origin. The real 
diameter of C is [ -p ,  0], where 
p = x ' /n / (n+2)+6'  cos~ = "/1 0"012 0.01 - - - > l - - -  
cos O/~ ' V n ?% 
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It is clear that Z 1 is contained in the closed disk bounded by C. Thus, ~1 lies in the closed disk 
of diameter [-p~, 1], where 
;, = ; - ~/~/(~ + 2) 




h0(0-  i -~0¢ '  
1- -#1 ~" -- ~'1 
hl(~') = 1 - ~'i 1 - ~1~' 
h~(1) 1 -}- @ : 1 - (n + 2)Xo = - -  > 1 - 2v/2n5 ' > 1 - 2 x 10 -n ,  
1 - ¢o {~/ (~ + 2) + xo 
h i ( l )  _ 1_-: 1~1[2 1-p '  ~ 2 ) ( n + l )  
I1-  <-T >- 17p, p 
>(n+2) (1 -O 'On l )  (1 -~6 ' ) - (n -F1)  
> 1 - 0.02 - 2 x 10 -11. 
Let g(z) be the function defined in the proof of the above theorem, and let 
gl(4) 
g l (¢ )  - -  g (¢ - -1(~))  , F(~) - h~(~)hT(~) .  
Then, g~(1) = g'(0)/¢'(0) -- n, IF(~)I < 1 for ~ e D. If F is not a constant, then, by Julia's 
lemma, F'(1) > 0. Otherwise, F'(1) = 0. Thus, 
n = gi(1) = F'(1) + nh{)(1) + nhi(1 ) _> n (h~)(1) + hi( l))  > n (2 - 0.02 - 4 x 10 -11) > n. 
The contradiction shows that f~ has at most one zero in Aq 
Now, let ff have a zero of multiplicity greater than n at z0 E AQ Without loss of generality, 
assume that z0 = -v /n / (n  + 2) - Xo with 0 < x0 _< 6'. Let h0, g, and gi, be functions defined 
above, and F = gl/h~ +1. Then, 
n = g~(1) = F ' (1 )  + (n + 1)h~)(1) > (n -F 1)h~)(1) > (n + 1) (1 - 2V~n6 ' )  
_>n+1-3V~x1.4x10 -n  >n.  
We arrive at a contradiction. This shows that the zero of ft in A ~ is of multiplicity exactly n. 
The theorem is proved. | 
4. LOWER BOUNDS OF  Bn  
LEMMA 7. Let/(z)  e Bn(D), ~ > 2. I f / '  h~ no zero in the disk of aiamete~ [(~/~/(n + 2)+ 
6)e ~°°, 0], 5 < 0.13/n 2, then 
If' P~"°) I -> s:(~) + - -  
o.576~2~ (v~( ~ + 2)/~- v~/(~ + 2))3r3 
(1 + nh) 2 (I - -~/n/(n+2)r) s 
for 0 < r < V/-~n + 2) / (3n+ 1), where A is the extreme function mentioned in the introduction, 
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PROOF. Without loss of generality, we assume that e ie° = -1. Let g be the functions defined in 
the proof of Theorem 2. Define 
z + v/n/ (n  + 2) n + 2 
Oh(z) = 1 2r- V/n/(rt q- 2)z' ~2(z) ~--- ~n~- -¢(z ) ,  gl (~) = g (~D-I(~)) • 
Then, g~(1) = n, g1(1) = 1. We have indicated in the proof of Theorem 2 that g(A) C D, 
where A is the disk of diameter [ - ~ / ( n  + 1),0]. So, g](D) C D, since ¢-1(O) = A. 
Because ff has no zero in the disk with diameter [ - (x/n/(n + 2) + a), 0], function gl has no zero 
in the disk with diameter [-n5/2, 1], which contains horodisk A(1, 1 + n5). Let a = 1/(1 + ha), 
then n/(n + 1) < a < 1 and a(1 - a) < 0.13/n. Using Theorem 1 to gl, we have 
0.072n25 
Igl(~)l -> ~n + (1 + ha) - - - - - - -~ (1 - ~)3 
for (2n - 1)/(2n + 1) _< { < 1. Letting { = ~b(-r), we obtain the conclusion of the lemma. | 
THEOREM 4. Let f(z) C B,~(D), n > 2. If f'(z) has no zero in the disk with diameter 
[ -v /~n + 2) - a, V/n/(n + 2) + a], where a = 1.4 × 10-11/n ~, then 
v/n(n + 2) 5 x 10 -14 
r(0, f) > 2(n+1) + n a 
PROOF. Take the single-valued branch f-1 on {w: I< < ~(0, f)}, such that f - l (0 )  = 0. There 
exists a w0 such that ]wo[ < frO, f), f- l(wo) = x/n/(n + 2), and [f-l(w)[ < V/n/(n + 2), for 
w E l = [0,w0). Let F = f- l ( /) .  By Liu and Minda's distortion theorem and Lemma 7, 
r(0, f) > Iwo] = ~ If'(z)l Idzl 
>_ f ~  f~(r) dr 
aO 
0.576n2(~ V~n+2)/(3n+ l) (~/(n + 2)/n-- v/n/(n + 2) )ar  3 




x/n/(n + 2)(1 - {) 
r~_~. 
1 - (n/(n + 2)){ ' 
r(0, f )>  ~ ( f 0 1  2 ~nd~ + - -  
5 x 10 -14 
> + 
2(n + 1) n a 
0.072n25 fpl ) 
(1 + n6) 2 (:n_1)/(2n+1) (1 -- ~)3 dE 
LEMMA 8. Let f E 13(D) and 
Then, for ]z[ < 0.3, we have 
f(z) = z + az 3 +. . . .  
arg f(_z___~) <-- 0.73z 2. 
z 
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PROOF. For f e B(D), it is well known f (z)  = z + az 3 + ...  and la[ ~ 1/3. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume a > 0. For ]z] < r = 4/5, we define 
and 
F(z) = 4f(z) _ ~ + flz + . . .  
5z log 3 
F(z) - ~ Z z2 r2¢(z) 
¢(z )  = 1 -  ~F(z) - 1 - -~2 +"" ,  ¢ (z )  - z2 
Then, for ]z] < r = 4/5, If(z)[ < log3, ]F(z)[ < 1, ]¢(z)[ < 1, and ]¢(z)[ < 1. 
3' = ~b(0) = r2fl/(1 - a 2) < 0.3308. 
Let z --- pe ~° with 0 < p < 0.3. Applying the Schwarz-Pick lemma to ¢(z) gives 
"7 + p/r p 




(Pe'°)l < 5 = --#- + F~" 
Consequently, F(pe i°) lies in the disk with diameter [(a - 5)/( I  - a6), (a + 6)/(1 + c~5)], and 
l a~gF(p~i°) I < arcsin{5(1 -- c~2)/(a(1 -- 62))}. Since r = 4/5, a ___ 1/3, p _< 0.3, we have 
0.728 < c~ < 0.7282, '-)' < 0.3308, 
1 p (1 - c~ 2) < 0.38. 
1 - d - - - -~  < 1.01, a r  a 
5 < 0.0993, 
Thus, 
(1 - oL 2) ap2 + pa (1 - c~ 2) / (ar 3) 
-- < 1.01(a + 0.38)p 2 < 0.7205p 2, 
a (1 - 52)  1 - -  52 
largF (pei°)l < arcsin (0.7205p 2) < 0.73p 2. 
THEOREM 5. Let f (z)  E Bn(D), n > 2. I[ i f(z) has only one zero in the disk of diameter 
[ -x /n / (n  + 2) - 5, x /n / (n  + 2) + 5] with multiplicity n, where 5 = 1.4 x 10-n /n  2, then, 
3 x 10 -25 r(f) > + 2(n+l )  n a 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we assume that f '  has a zero at -x /n / (n  + 2) - x0, 0 _< 
xo <_ 5. If xo = 0, then f is the extremal function and 
1( ~_) (n+1) /2~ ey'Y(~+2) 
r ( f )=~ 1+ 2(n+1)  > 2 2 (n+1)  
So, we only need to consider the case 0 < xo < 5. 
Let ro = 4 x 10-15/n3. As in Theorem 4, we take the single-valued branch of f -1  on G1 = 
{w : [w[ < r(0, f )} with f - i (0 )  = 0. Let Zo = f - l ( r0 )  and G2 = {w : ]w[ < r(zo, f )},  
then f -1  has analytic continuation on G1 U G2. There exists a Wo such that [wo - r0] < r(zo, f), 
f - l (wo)  = v /n / (n  + 2), and [f-](w)[ < v/-n~ + 2) for w e [ro,wo). There exists a Wl e [0, wo] 
such that f - l (w l )  = x /n / (n+2)  and [f- l (w)] < x /n / (n+2) ,  for w e [0, wl). Let F be the 
image of segment [0,wl) under f -1  00 = argwo. 
First, assume that [ r r -  0o[ > rr/40. Take w2 e (0, Wl) such that [f - l (w2) [ = 0.3 and 
[f- l (w)] < 0.3 for w C [0, w2). Denote the image of [0,w2) under f -1  by F'. By Lemma 8, 
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l arg(f(z)/z)l <_ 0.0657 for z E P'. Thus, Irr - argz I > 0.001 for z E P'. Let z = re {e C P' be a 
fixed point, le be the segment connecting 0 and (v/n/(n + 2) + 5)e ie. Then, f '  has no zero in the 
disk with diameter le, since 
ITv - O] _> 0.001 > arccos 
x/~/(~ + 2) 
~v/n/(n + 2) + 5 
Thus, by Lemma 7, 
If '(z)l ~> + - -  L'(Iz;) 
0.576n25 (~/(n + 2) /n -  v/n/(n + 2) )31zl 3 
(1 + nS) 2 (1 - ~/n/(n + 2)lzl) s 
As in the proof of Theorem 4, 
0.576n25 0.3 (~/(n + 2) /n -  ~/n/(n + 2))3r3 
J; If'(z)l[dzl> ao[~f¼(r )  dr + (1 +nS)  2 fo (1 - v/n/(n + 2)r) 5 
~-~2)  (fO1 0'072n2(~ ~ 1 ) 
-- 2 {~d~ ÷ (1 + nS) ----------~ (1 - ~)3 d{ o 
> X/ -~+ 2) + 7 x 10 - is  





~0=1-  ~ _ 0 . 3 n  < l -2 - -n"  
f 
T(Zo~ f )  > I~o-  ~ol _> I~o[ -  r0 _> I~1 l -  ~o = Jr If '(z)l rdzl- ro 
v/n(n + 2) 3 x 10 -15 
> + 
2(n + 1) n 3 
Now, assume that [7r - 001 < ~r/40. By Liu and Minda's distortion theorem, 
[¢o/(o+2) 
I~ol >_ Iw l l  = If'(z)l [dzl >- yo f'(r) dr - 2(n + 1) 
Using the cosine formula, we obtain 
i 7r 
r(zo, f )  > Iwo - rol = Iwol 2 + ro ~ + 2ro[~ol cos aT 
7r ~ 3 x 10 -15 
>l~ol+roeos~> 2(n+1) + n3 
The theorem is proved 
It follows from Theorems 3-5 that 
nv/~ + 2) 3 X 10 -15  
B~ > + 
2(n + 1) n 3 
for n > 2. 
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